The degree distribution is one of the most fundamental graph properties of interest for real-world graphs. It has been widely observed in numerous domains that graphs typically have a tailed or scale-free degree distribution. While the average degree is usually quite small, the variance is quite high and there are vertices with degrees at all scales. We focus on the problem of approximating the degree distribution of a large streaming graph, with small storage. We design an algorithm headtail, whose main novelty is a new estimator of infrequent degrees using truncated geometric random variables. We give a mathematical analysis of headtail and show that it has excellent behavior in practice. We can process streams will millions of edges with storage less than 1% and get extremely accurate approximations for all scales in the degree distribution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphs are a natural abstraction for any data set with entities and relationship between them. Popular examples include online social networks such as Facebook and Twitter; transportation networks; biological networks such as proteinprotein interaction and metabolic networks; and communication networks such as the internet and telephone and email networks. Many of these graphs are most naturally represented by a stream of edges. Especially for social and communication networks, each edge has an associated timestamp, and the graph is basically an aggregate of all these edges over some time window. Such streams are typically quite massive; social networks like Facebook and Twitter can generate billions of communication links in a day [1] , [2] . A publicly available HTTP request dataset has billions of requests [3] . The scale of these data sizes has led to interest in small-space streaming algorithms. Such algorithms accurately compute specific properties of the total graph, using a memory footprint that is orders of magnitude smaller in size.
Arguably, one of the most important properties of realworld networks is the degree distribution. Seminal papers in massive graph analysis studied precisely this quantity [4] - [6] . The study of degree distributions is probably the birthplace of real-world network analysis. It has been found to be relevant Work was done while the author was an intern at Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore. for graph modeling, network resilience, and algorithmics [7] - [13] . One of the key discoveries of network analysis is the presence of scale-free or heavy-tailed degree distributions. The average degree of a node is usually small, but there are nodes with degrees at all scales. The very notion of a scalefree network has entered the common parlance because of its relevance to network analysis [14] .
A. Problem statement
The input is a stream of edges e 1 ; e 2 ; : : : ; e m without any repetitions. The graph created by these edges is denoted G = (V; E). For convenience, we set V = [n], though the labels may be from some arbitrary discrete universe. We do not assume that the algorithm knows n and m, the number of vertices and edges respectively. Each edge is represented by a pair (u; v) of vertex labels.
For vertex v 2 V , d v denotes its degree (the number of neighbors of v). We set n d to be the number of vertices of degree d, and N d to be the number of vertices of degree at least d. In math, N d = P rd n r . It is convenient for us to work with unnormalized raw counts, so we deal with histograms rather than distributions. We denote the sequence fn d g by the degree histogram (dh) and fN d g is the complementary cumulative degree histogram 1 (ccdh). When fn d g is normalized by n, it is called the degree distribution. We focus on the ccdh, instead of the dh. Typically, the dh is quite noisy in real data, and the ccdh has the added benefit of being monotonically decreasing. (Focus on the ccdh is standard for fitting procedures [15] .)
We study the problem of approximating the ccdh of G using a small-space one-pass streaming algorithm. Such an algorithm has some limited memory, denoted M . It sees the edges in stream order, and on seeing edge e t , updates the memory M . The algorithm cannot access older edges, and M is typically order of magnitudes smaller than the size of the stream. At the end of the stream, the algorithm reports a sequence f b N (d)g, an approximation to the ccdh of G.
We make no assumption on the ordering of edges. We do not consider edge deletions or edge repetitions. (This is the standard model used in most work on practical streaming algorithms.)
B. Challenges
How does a small-space algorithm estimate the degree distribution at all scales? The degree distribution involves The output ccdh of headtail on three different input graphs from the SNAP [16] collection. In each case, the storage is less of the stream (and less than of the number of vertices). Observe the near identical match with the true ccdh.
degrees at "all" scales: many low degree vertices, some intermediate degree vertices, and few very high degree vertices. Look at Fig. 1a for the ccdh of a router topology network. The average degree is , but there are vertices with degrees up to . The count of low degree vertices is easy to estimate, since a simple random sample of vertices gives a good estimate. Intermediate and high degrees pose a problem. There are few such vertices but it is critical to sample their count accurately. There is a huge literature on estimating distribution properties of a stream of items: frequent items, distribution moments, distinct items, etc. [17] - [19] . (We discuss in depth later.) But these only give specific properties of the distribution. None of these methods can get frequency estimates at all scales, ranging continuously from (frequent) low degrees to (infrequent) high degrees.
How to quantitatively compare (cumulative) degree distributions? How do we actually assert that our algorithm is any good? One can use standard statistical distance measures like Kolmogorov-Smirnov. Yet these measures typically ignore the tail since it contains a negligible fraction of vertices. Consider the following examples. We take a clique of vertices and a clique of vertices. It is natural to say that their degree distributions are quite close, but no popular existing measure would assert that. On the other end, consider a star with edges, and a matching with edges. The degree distribution only differs at one "point", the vertex of degree . Yet we would consider the degree distributions to be fundamentally different. Most statistical measures would say they are similar, since they differ at only a single outlier.
An intuitive notion of similarity is closeness in log-log plots, but how do we quantify such a concept? One might try to approximate degree distributions by closed-form, but fitting procedures are notoriously tricky for tailed distributions and subject to much error [15] .
C. Main results
The algorithm headtail: Our main contribution is a new small-space algorithm headtail that estimates the ccdh of an input graph stream. The novelty is a new estimator for infrequent degree counts, which is combined with standard sampling to give ccdh estimates at all scales. We represent the sampling of headtail through certain truncated geometric random variables. An analysis of their behavior provides the right "correction" factors to infer the ccdh from our sampling. We provide a detailed mathematical analysis of headtail explaining why it accurately estimates the ccdh. Our analysis falls short of a complete proof, and we rely on some heuristic arguments for the full argument.
Relative Hausdorff distance:
We introduce a new notion of distance between ccdhs (technically, between any two histograms) called the Relative Hausdorff (RH) distance. This distance avoids the pitfalls of standard measures, and is able to capture the closeness at all scales. Intuitively, a small RHdistance implies that every point in one ccdh is "close" (up to relative error) to some point in the other ccdh. Put another way, both ccdhs agree at all scales, and agree on outliers. While this condition is quite stringent, RH distance is flexible enough to allow for minor errors. It gives a concrete way of quantifying the quality of headtail, and empirically establishing convergence of our estimate.
Empirical behavior of headtail:
We run headtail on a wide variety of public graph datasets. It gives excellent estimates of the ccdh in all our tests, for storage less than 1% of the stream. We show example outputs in Fig. 1 , for three different input graphs. In each case, observe the near perfect match with the true ccdh, at all degrees. We compute the RH distance for numerous runs and demonstrate convergence of headtail's output with increasing storage. In all our runs, storage around 1% of the stream is sufficient for excellent match in ccdhs (and also for low RH-distance).
D. Related Work
Note that we can frame our problem in terms of general histogram estimation. If one views the input as a stream of vertex labels, then the dh (and ccdh) is the histogram of label frequencies. There is much work on understanding frequencies in a discrete stream, but as we detail below, none of this work solves the problem of estimating the ccdh.
Finding frequent items, aka "heavy hitters", is a classic problem in the data stream model. Cormode and Hadjieleftheriou [19] compare three of the most important algorithms: the frequent algorithm [20] - [22] , the lossy counting algorithm [23] , and the space saving algorithm [24] . 2 For large degrees, these approaches will give accurate results, but the error term dwarfs the degree at smaller scales. We demonstrate this empirically in Section V. Much work has been done in approximating frequency moments [17] - [19] , [27] , but they do not give an estimate for multiples scales. Nor has this work been implemented in practice for large data sets.
Korn et al. [28] attempt to estimate the entire distribution of elements in the stream. However, in contrast to our work, their approach assumes that the distribution comes from a parameterized family of distributions, while headtail makes no closed form assumption on the input stream. Over the last ten years, there has been a growing body of work focused on processing graphs in the data stream model. See [29] for a summary of recent work on graph streaming and sketching. Closest to this work is the series of graph sampling papers by Ahmed et al. [30] - [33] . The results on estimating ccdhs typically use 20-30% of the stream, with weaker empirical results [30] .
II. THE ALGORITHM
The algorithm headtail has two parts: update and estimate. The procedure update is called for every edge in the stream, and simply updates the data structures. The procedure estimate is called at the end of the stream to get an estimate of fN (d)g. In what follows, the subscript h refers to "head" and t is "tail".
The algorithm headtail requires two parameters, p h and p t , which are probabilities. These decide the storage requirements of the algorithm, as explained later. For convenience, we will assume these are global variables, and will not pass them around to each function.
We will assume the existence of a hash function hash that maps strings uniformly to [0; 1].
Data Structures:
There are two sets of vertices S h and S t , and corresponding maps ct h : S h U 3 N and ct t : S t U 3 N.
Again, we assume these are global variables.
The procedure update: This updates the data structures for each edge in the stream. Consider edge (u; v) in the stream. If v P S h , the ct h (v) is incremented (analogously for S t ). Now for the critical difference between S h and S t . If v = P S h and if hash(v) p h , then v is added to S h . If v = P S t : we insert v to S t with probability p t . (The entire operation above is also done for u.) Note the difference: for S h , we essentially flip a random coin for the vertex. For S t , we flip a coin for the edge. Intuitively, S h is maintaining a uniform random set of vertices. On the other hand, S t maintains sample of vertices biased towards higher degree.
The procedure estimate: This procedure uses S h ;S t ; ct h ; ct t to output an estimate f b N(d)g for the ccdh of G. We set C h (r) to be the number of vertices in S h with ct h (¡) value of r (similarly for C t (r)). One can think of this as the "observed" degree distribution. The scaling of C h (r) is straightforward: we simply consider C h (r)=p h to be an estimate of n(r). By summing these appropriately, we get an estimate (the head estimate) of N(r).
For C t , we first do an additive "correction". So we set e C t (r) = C t (r `(r)), where`(r) is a correction factor. The explanation of this factor is provided in Section III. Then, we do a biased scaling and consider e C t (r)=(1 (1 p t ) r ) as an estimate of n(r). Again, by taking partial sums, we have an estimate (the tail estimate) of N(r).
Observe that we have two different estimates of N(r). We prove in our mathematical analysis that the former is accurate for the head of the distribution, while the latter is appropriate for the tail. This distinction is made by d thr , which is chosen to ensure that the first estimate has low variance. Hence, for all degrees less than d thr , we use the head estimate, and for the remaining, we use the tail estimate. 
3 If v P S t , increment ct t (v). 4 If v = P S t : with probability p t , insert v in S t and set ct t (v) = 1.
(Repeat above steps for v.)
For fixed p t P (0; 1), we define`(r) to be: l 1 p t (1 p t ) r+1 rp t (1 p t ) r p t (1 (1 p t ) r ) m Algorithm 3: estimate 1 Let C h (r) be the number of vertices in S h with count exactly r. (Similarly, define C t (r)). 2 For all counts r, set e C h (r) = C h (r `(r)). 3 For all counts r: 
III. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
We abstract out the behavior of the algorithm in a series of claims. We stress that all our theorems are independent of graph stream order, and hence estimate works for all orderings. We refer the reader to the full version of the paper for proofs. 3 
Lemma 1. For every
v P [n], v is inserted in S h independently with probability p h . Conditioned on v P S h , ct(v) = d v . Lemma 2. For every v P [n], v is inserted in S t independently with probability 1 (1 p t ) dv . Conditioned on v P S t , ct(v) = d v X, where X $ TG pt;dv .
A. The estimators
For the analysis of our estimators, we need to introduce various error parameters. Natually, the actual implementation estimate simply sets these to be fixed constants, so we make slight modifications and assumptions for convenience of analysis.
Let " = (0; 1) be an error parameter, and let c be a sufficiently large constant.
We set d thr to be the largest d such that P r!d g h (r) ! (c(log n)=" 2 )=p h . (In the implementation, we hardcoded c=" 2 to be 50.)
We assume that p t is chosen so that d thr ! log(1=")=p t . 
IV. THE RELATIVE HAUSDORFF DISTANCE
One of the main challenges in experimentally validating the behavior of estimate is in defining a distance between ccdhs. We say a ccdh is non-trivial if it contains some non-zero point. The RH-distance between F and G (denoted RH(F; G)) is inf f"jF and G are ("; ")-closeg.
Note that the RH-distance can be greater than 1. For " H ! " and H > , if F and G are ("; )-close, they are also (" H ; H )close. Since F and G are non-trivial, we can set " to be large enough so that for some , F and G are ("; )-close. Thus, the RH distance always exists. If RH(F; G) = 0, then F and G are identical.
Observe that RH distance tolerates error both in degree and frequency, which is very important for comparing degree distributions. The RH distance exactly captures the notion of being close in log-scale, but is a much more stringent condition. It forces all points in F to be close to some point in G (and vice versa). All "outlier" and tail behavior in F must be approximated in G. For RH-close ccdhs, the maximum degrees must be close, and furthermore, there must be approximate agreement for frequencies at all scales.
To understand numerics, we think it is useful think of an RH-distance < 0:05 to be quite small. Suppose RH(N; b N ) < 0:05 for a true ccdh N and our algorithm output b N . This means that for every reported point b
where d H is within 5% of d (and vice versa). Any RH distance greater than 1 is very large, since we only get closeness when " ! 1.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implemented the algorithm in Python 4 and performed experiments on a Samsung NP-QX411L laptop with an Intel Core i5-2450M 2.5GHz four core processor and 5.7GB of memory. 5 To simulate a stream, we convert a graph to a list of edges stored in a text file, and read the file one line at a time. In the case that the graph is directed, we treat it as undirected by considering each edge as an unordered pair of vertices. Note that this may imply multi-or parallel edges, though we calculate degrees for the actual ccdh respecting this notion.
We test the algorithm on a number of graphs from the SNAP [16] and KONECT [34] collections, the statistics of which are summarized in Table I . We use the as-Skitter graph on 1.7M nodes and 11M edges as a case study.
We use the phrase storage of headtail to indicate the total storage jS h j + jS t j. As explained in Theorem 4, this depends on p h and p t .
A. Convergence of headtail
We demonstrate how increasing the storage of headtail leads to convergence of the ccdh. We fix the as-Skitter graph, fix a value p h and vary p t in increments of 0:02. We repeat this process for p h = 0:01; 0:025; 0:05; 0:075; 0:1. The RH distances of the runs are plotted in Figure 2 . Each line in the plot corresponds to a fixed p h value, and the RH distances are plotted against p t . We point out that an RH distance of about 0:04 is achieved with head and tail probabilities as small as Fig. 2 : RH distance of the estimate output by our algorithm as and vary. Each line in the plot correponds to a fixed value for , and plots the RH distance as varies. A near optimal RH value is achived with and , which yielded sample sets with .
, respectively, resulting in a total sample size of 82K or of the edge stream. For each fixed , increasing initially decreases the RH distance, but it eventually converges to a non-zero value. This is because all the error is coming from the head estimate. As we increase , the convergence value goes down to zero, as expected.
B. Results for various graphs
Here we demonstrate the quality of the estimates output by headtail on a variety of graphs. Each of the graphs are from the SNAP graph collection [16] with the exception of the youtube and youtube-friendship graphs which are from the KONECT [34] collection. The node and edge set sizes of each graph are given in the second and third columns of Table I , respectively. For each graph we include the storage of the algorithm and the RH distance of the estimate for two example runs. The storage is less than in almost at runs, and certainly less than . Observe how the RH distance is usually less than . In our worst examples, (soc-Pokec and com-Orkut), the RH distance is less than . We stress that RH distance is a rather stringent condition, since it requires closeness of the estimate at all degrees.
In Fig. 1 of the introduction, we have plotted the actually ccdh and the output of headtail for three of these graphs. Observe the near identical match in all examples.
C. Errors at different scales
Here we investigate how well headtail performs at different scales. Specifically, we measure the error of a ccdh estimate at each degree. Let be the ccdh of the as-Skitter graph, and be the headtail output. The RH distance is maximized over all degrees, so we do a more detailed analysis of the estimate errors. We fix a value for and for each degree compute the minimum value such that where and vice versa. In words, we are "opening up" the definition of RH-distance and looking at the profile for every degree. Fig. 3 : RH distances at different degrees. We plot thedistance for . The red 'x' markers correspond to an estimate output by headtail using a storage of 31K. The estimate is -far from the true ccdh. The rest of the plots correspond to combinations of the head estimator using 17K space and the heavy hitter algorithms using 34K space for a total of 51K space. The lossy counting estimate is far from the true ccdh, the space saving estimate -far and the frequent estimate is -far from the true ccdh.
We performed a run of headtail with and for the as-Skitter graph. This used a storage of 31K ( of stream). We then plot in Fig. 3 the corresponding values with set to . The red 'x' markers denote the -values for headtail (the other markers are explained later). Observe how the values are quite small throughout, and peak at degree to roughly . In this case, headtail achieves an RH-distance of about with 31K space.
D. Comparing to other methods
While there is no existing small-space algorithm that has demonstrable convergence to the ccdh, there are numerous algorithms to only capture the tail. These are classic "heavy hitters" algorithms: the frequent algorithm [20] - [22] , the lossy counting algorithm [23] , and the space saving algorithm [24] .
We study the performance of these methods. For convenience, we use "head estimator" to denote the algorithm that simply takes uniform samples of vertices and uses their degrees to estimate the full ccdh. This is basically what headtail employs for d d thr .
We fix the as-Skitter graph, and set the storage used by these algorithms to 35K. (Note that with storage 31K, headtail gives an estimate with RH-distance less than 0:1.) Not surprisingly, none of these algorithms give reasonable estimates for N (d), where d 10 3 .
We also convert the existing algorithms for the full ccdh, by combining with the head estimator. Pick (say) the algorithm frequent. We first run the head estimator with 20K space. We choose an appropriate d thr , where we apply the head estimator for d d thr , and frequent for d > d thr . We pick the d thr that minimizes the RH distance to fN(d)g. We do the same for each of frequent, space saving, and lossy counting. Note that we are being extra generous to the competing methods. First, the total storage used is about 50K. Furthermore, we choose the d thr to minimize RH distance, while headtail chooses it based on a fixed formula.
